
Decision

BEFORE THE PUBI.1C UTil.ITiES COMMISSION < ^lIEfl I I.IFORNIA

1
Adequacy Program. Consider Program Refinements. and 
hstablisli Annual Local Pmcurcmcnl Obligations.

Rulemaking I 1-10-023

AND DECISION ON INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM OF THE VOTE
SOLAR INITIATIVE

(Vote Solar)

Assigned AI..I: l)a\id \I. Damson2 lerron

1 hereby certify that the information 1 have set forth in Parts I, II, and III of this Claim is true to my best 
knowledge, information and belief. I further certify that, in conformance with the Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, this Claim has been served this day upon all required persons (as set forth in the Certificate of 
Service attached as Attachment I).

Sigi Is/

Date \iigust 30. 2013 Printed
Name:

:o be completed by Claimant except where
)

I). 13-06-024 established local capacity procurement 
obligations lor 2014 applicable to Commission regulated 
load ser\ ing entities. 1). 13-00-024 also adopted flexible 
capacity as an additional component of Resource 
Adequacy (RA) requirements. The Commission 
determined, lumeter. that there is no compelling need to 
adopt a flexible capacity requirement for the 2014 RA 
year. as the likely increased ratepayer costs of such a 
requirement are not justilied gken that the ISO has not 
shown a likelihood of a shortage of flexible capacity for

A3
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reasonable likelihood that there will be a need for 
additional llexible capacity beginning in 2015. and so. in 
2014. the Commission will eonduet workshops and 
further proceedings to re line the llexible capacity 
requirement to go into effect in 2015. The inquiry will 
consider how to best pro\ ide so a w ide range of 
use-limited, preferred, and other resources can qualify to 
meet llexible capacity needs.

inB.

I. Date of Pi March 20. 20154 :e:

November 2N. 201 12. Other Specified Date for MOI:

3. Date NOI Filed: November 28. 201 1J

4. Was the NOI f <"v‘ «

5. Based on ALJ n ng number: R. 12-06-013
5 6. Date of AI.Jailing: I'ebruarv 25. 2013

7. Based on another CPUC determination (specify)

8. Has the Claim an

9. Based on ALJ nil.. R. 12-00-013‘fc " -* """ r"6
10. Date of ALJ ruling I'ebruarv 25. 2013

11. Based on another CPUC determination (specify)

12. Has the Claimant demo

13. Identify Final Decision: I). 13-00-024
7 14. Date of Issuance of Final Order or Decision: July 5. 2013 

August 30. 201315. File date of compensation request:

16. Was the request for compensation timely9
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c. reference # as appropriate):

Claimant CPUC Comment
8

: SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTION (to be completed by Claimant except 
where indicated)

A. Ill

Showing 
Accepted by

Specific References to Claimant’s 
Presentations and to Decision9

Commission to implement a flexible 
capacity program in 2014

of the proposals to implement a flexible 
eapaeitv procurement obligation 
program (flexible eapaeitv program) in 
2014. The proposals' proponents lia\e 
neither demonstrated a need lor such a 
program in 2014 nor pros ided the 
Commission with necessary 
information about the cost and (ill(i 
implications of their proposals.
The proposals also fail to consider 
loading order requirements and the 
anticipated benefits from developing 
fnergy Imbalance Markets."
Yolc Solar Comments.
2013. p.l

there is no need for a flexible eapaeitv 
procurement in 2014. and instituting an 
interim program in 2014 provides, at 
best, onlv speculative benefits."
IX U-06-024 at 2J.

several parties that it is not reasonable 
to impose a new requirement on I .SI is 
for flexible capacity in the 2014 R.\ 
vear which would increase ratepayer 
costs without a clear benefit."
IX U-06-024 at MX

!public interest to adopt a flexible 
eapaeitv requirement for R.\ vear 
2014." '
IX U-06-024 at MX

an interim program "will enhance 
operational eertaintv as earlv as 2014." 
the CAISO supplied data indicates that 
there is more than enough llexible 
capacity in the existing fleet to salisfv 
llexible eapaeitv needs for 2014 and 
bevoiul. . . . Since there i> no need for

requirement on I.S1A for llexible 
eapaeitv in the 2014 R.\ vear as there is 
no demonstrated need."
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program in 2014. and 
instituting an interim program in 2014 
prov ides. at best. only speculative 
benelits. the Commission should not 
adopt a flexible capacity program to 
begin in 2014."
N ote Solar Comments.
2014. pp.2-3

deliniti\e need I'ora flexible capacity 
program in 2014. the Commission 
should not adopt any proposals seeking 
to implement a llexible capacity 
program in 2014. even on a limited, 
trial basis."
Vote Solar Reply Comments.
April 15. 2013. pp.2-3

their 2014 program proposals are 
limited and that important issues raised 
by N ote Solar and other parties w ill not 
be addressed until 2015 or later . . . 
Sinee there is no need to implement a 
llexible eapaeilx program in 2014. 
especially not a resource restricted trial 
program, the Commission, instead, 
should use the lime to consider and 
address the relevant issues associated 
with instituting a llexible capacity 
program that is as fully functional, cost- 
effective and policy complaint as 
reasonably possible."
Vote Solar Reply Comments.
April 15. 2013. p'p.3-5

Commission to institute even a 
limited, trial run in 2014

definitive need fora flexible capacity 
program in 2014. the Commission 
should not adopt any proposals seeking

appeal: however, there are practical 
problems with implementing such a 
program. . . . Therefore, it is very
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program in 2014. even on a limited, 
trial basis."
Vote Solar Rcph Comments.
April 15. 2013. pp.2-3

poor, incomplete or misleading 
inl'ormation about both availability and 
pricing. Due to uncertain value of such 
an effort, we will not adopt a trial rim 
for 2014."
I). 13-06-024 at 54

their 2014 program proposals are 
limited and that important issues raised 
by Vole Solar and other parlies vv ill not 
be addressed until 2015 or later . . . 
Since there is no need to implement a 
flexible capacilv program in 2014. 
especialIv not a resource restricted trial 
program, the Commission, instead, 
should use the time to consider and 
address the relevant issues associated 
with instituting a flexible capacity 
program that is as fullv functional, cost- 
effective and policy complaint as 
reasonablv possible."
N ote Solar Reply Comments.
April 15. 2013. pp.3-5

trial, fossil-fuel biased program in 
2014. the Cl’l C should use the time to 
thoroughk consider (il l( i impacts and 
adopt a llexible capacilv program that 
best complies vv ith the stale's goals to 
decrease (il ICi emissions. "
Vote Solar Reply Comments.
April 15. 2013. p.O

urgency to implement a llexible 
capacity program in
2014. especially one that elevates speed 
over substance. Instead, the 
Commission should use the lime to 
investigate, determine and adopt a 
llexible capacilv program that 
reasonablv balances the 
Commission and the stale's economic, 
efficiency. cost-elVecliveness. loading 
order and C iI ICi emissions reduction
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N ote Solar Reply Comments.
.April 15. 201.1. p.9

Proposal are unknown

stakeholders ha\e any idea of whether 
the Joint Proposal will result in a 
flexible capacitv product that is 
economic or cost-effecli\e for I.SI-.s. in 
particular. non-IOC I .SIis. to 
implement. Prior to the adoption of 
anv chances to the R.\ procram, the 
Commission must thoroughly explore 
cost implications and ensure costs are 
minimi/ed to the extent feasible."
Vote Solar and Sierra Club 
Comments on Joint Parties'
Proposal

requirement would increase ratepayer 
costs bv an unknown amount."
1). Li-06-024.

the Joint Parties Proposal to consider 
loading order requirements. CMC 
emissions issues and participation bv 
preferred and use-limited resources

products of less than three hours 
duration would be to significant!) 
increase the number and varielv of 
generation resources that could pros ide 
flexible capacitv. thercbv increasing 
options and competition and reducing 
prices. Limiting flexible capacity 
procurement products to onlv those 
capable of providing three hour 
ramping will, for all practical purposes, 
require LSI is to purchase Ibssil-lircd 
generation products, resulting in 
decreased competition, increased prices 
and (ill(i emissions and live/ing out 
more preferred resources for v ears to 
come."
Vote Solar and Sierra Club

words or terminology of the Joint 
Parties Proposal . . ."
1). 13-06-024 at 43.

fora mechanism to allow preferred 
resources to participate in the flexible 
capacity framework we approve 
today."
1). 13-06-024 at 51.

resources including preferred 
resources, but also other use-limited 
resources which are dispatchable in 
the sense that they are operational!)
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demand on the one hand or e;m 
eontribnte lo reducing ramping needs, 
hut \\ hieh ennnol meet the siriei terms 
ofllie eligibility requirements proposed 
. . . . We will eonsider these rules for 
the 2015 resouree tidequtiey 
compliance \ ear. .
A13-06-024 at 51.

The Joint Parlies' Proposal should be 
adopted as the interim flexible capacilv 
framework, with neeessary 
modifications to be made bv June 2014 
lo allow for participation of preferred 
resources, use-limited resources and 
combined cvcle gas turbine resources." 
A13-06-024. 
no. 10.

Proposal
15

loading order requirements as part of 
any decision concerning resource 
adequacy. As prc\ iously discussed, the 
proposed llexible capacity, programs 
will exclude participation by more 
preferred resources in the loading order, 
such its demand response anil 
renewables, and hinder the 
development and implementation of 
technological improvements such its 
storage and more sophisticated 
inverters and tracking systems for PV 
installations. The Commission should 
not adopt a llexible capacity program 
until it is satisfied that the design and 
operation of the llexible capacity 
program will expand 
rather than limit the development, 
implementation and participation of 
more preferred resources."
\ ole Solar Comments.
2015. p.4

u-

used as a starting point, along with 
P(i&h's proposal for counting In dm 
resources, for a llexible capacilv 
framework. Between now and June 
2014. the Commission should develop 
rules to allow for the participation of 
preferred resources within the llexible 
capacilv Iramevvork."
A13-06-024. 
no.l.C

that preferred resources and use- 
limited resources can help reduce 
ramping needs

would have a chilling effect on the 
development and implementation of 
technological improvements that may
be av ailahle by the
end of the decade, when some kind of 
llexible capacity procurement 
obligation nitty be beneficial, for 
example, new. more .sophisticated 
inverters are being installed for PY

resources including preferred 
resources, but also other use-limited 
resources which are dispatehable in 
the sense that they are operationally 
capable of producing energy on 
demand on the one hand or can 
contribute to reducing ramping needs, 
but vv hieh cannot meet the strict terms 
of the eligibility requirements proposed
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response. reactive power and other 
ser\ iees: improved PV panel 
efficiencies and a change from fixed to 
traelsinu w ill inerease capacity and 
availability; and
adding storage to all types of renew able 
energy will inerease flexibility and 
dispatchabilily and reduee variability."
N ote Solar and Sierra C lub 
Comments on Joint Parlies'
Proposal

the 2015 resource adequacy 
compliance year . .
1). 13-06-024 at 51.

resources, as well as consistency w ilh 
load order requirements, avoiding (illCr I 
impacts anil the potential availability of 
out of slate resources (c.g.. via the 
CAISO's developing knergy Imbalance 
Market) all must be considered in 
deciding how such resources can 
qualify as flexible capacity 
I). 13-06-024.rev ievv process is compliance vv ilh 

loading order requirements and the 
need to meet greenhouse gas emission 
reduction goals. My mandating the use 
of fossil-llred generation to satisfy its 
proposed flexible capacity procurement 
obligations, the Joint Proposal 
improperly circumvents the 
Commission's authority and mandate to 
consider vv hether more preferred 
resources in the loading order would 
better satisfy the proposed R.\ 
obligations. In particular, the Joint 
Proposal fails to consider whether 
demand response might provide some 
or all of the necessary Ilexibilily to deal 
with the asserted over generation and 
ramping problems 
Commission must consider whether 
other, more preferable resources can 
satisfy a flexible capacity procurement 
obligation and ensure that such 
resources are not preempted by the 
Joint Parties' Proposal."
Vote Solar and Sierra Club 
Comments on Joint Parties'
Proposal

resources, as well consistency with 
loading order requirements, avoiding 
(ill(i impacts and the potential 
availability ofoul of state resources 
(i.e.. v ia the CAISO's developing 
knergy Imbalance Market) all must be 
considered in deciding how such 
resources can qualify as flexible 
capacity."
I). 13-06-024. 
no. 14.

The

17

the expected flexible eapaeilv 
benefits from the implementation of
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recentlv approved ;i Memorandum of 
l mderslanding between the CAISO and 
PnciliCorp to begin dev elopment of an 
lmergv Imbalance Market (TIM). This 
will allow the two entities to pool 
reserve generation, allowing for easier 
integration of variable resonrees at 
low er eosts

integration of lle.xible eapaeitv 
rei|iiirements into enrrent market 
mechanisms, such as the ISO's 
biddable ancillarv serv ice markets and
energy imbalance market..........\s
more work goes into consideration of 
centrali/ed capacity markets anil other 
market mechanisms, it niav be 
appropriate to consider how to integrate 
a lle.xible capacity framework into such 
approaches, or whether to replace the 
adopted framework with other 
approaches."
I). 1.1-06-024 at 52-5.1.

| B | e fore adopting a 
new lle.xible eapaeitv program with 
long-term implications for increased 
ratepayer costs and CilKi emissions, the 
Commission should first consider the
benefits expected from the 
implementation of Id Ms throughout the 
west, in particular, the ability of 
California to access and call upon 
existing lle.xible resource from outside 
of California . .
Vole Solar Comments.
2013. pp.4-5

resources, as well as consislencv vv ith 
load order rei|iiirements. avoiding (ill(i 
impacts and the potential availabililv of 
out of stale resources (e.g.. via the 
CAISO's developing Tncrgy Imbalance 
Market) all must be considered in 
deciding how such resources can 
qualify as lle.xible eapaeitv."
1). 1.1-06-024.

resources, as well consislencv with 
loading order requirements, avoiding 
CilKi impacts and the potential 
availabililv of out of state resources 
(i.e.. via the CAISOA developing 
Imergv Imbalance Market) all must be 
considered in deciding how such 
resources can qualilv as llexible 
eapaeitv."
1). 1.1-06-024. 
no.14

revisions to Fin dings of Fuel:
Fuel
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dements of flexibility, as grid 
operations aiul reliahilil\ mav suffer 
without suffieienl generation 
capable of
being llexiblv dispatched."
Vote Solar Comments on Proposed 
Decision.

the 1<A program to further deline 
elements of llexibiIit\. as grid 
operations and reliahililx may suffer 
without sufficient resourees capable of 
reducing ramping needs or being 
flexibly dispatched.”
I). 13-06-024.

pro\ides a
flexible capacilv framework."
Vote Solar Comments on Proposed 
Decision.

provides a detailed llexible capacity 
framework that can serve as the 
foundation for a flexible capacity 
program."
I). 13-06-024,

resources
loading order retpiireinenls. avoid 
(UKi imparls and the potential 
avaihihilily of new resources fi.e., via 
the ('.lISO's developing Energy 
Imbalance Market) all mnsl he 
considered in deciding 
or vv bet her 
(.‘.x is ling
llexible capacity."
Vote Solar Comments on Proposed 
Decision.

resourees. as well as consistencv vv ith 
loading order requirements, avoiding 
CilKi impacts and the potential 
availabililv of out of state resourees 
(e.g.. via the CAISO's developing 
1 Cnergy Imbalance Market) all must be 
considered in deciding how such 
resourees can qualifv as llexible 
capacilv 
1). 13-06-024.

rev isions to Conclusions of Law:
Law:

resourees
loading order rctpiircmenls. avoid 
(UKi imparls and die polenlial 
avaihihilily of new resourees (i.e.. via 
the ('. l/.SY) \ developing Energy 
Imhalanee Market) all mnsl he 
considered in deciding 
or vv hether 
existing
llexible capacity."
Vote Solar C omments on Proposed 
Decision.

resources, as well as consistencv vv ith 
loading order requirements, avoiding 
(UKi impacts and the potential 
availabililv of out of slate resourees 
(e.g.. v ia the CAISO's developing 
Lnergy Imbalance Market) all must be 
considered in deciding how such 
resourees can qualifv as llexible 
capacitv .”
I). 13-06-024, 
no.14
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___L

B.

li Yesa o

b. parties to the proceeding with positions Yes

California Wind Energy Assn., Clean Coalition, Large-scale Solar Assn., Sierra 
Club '

duplication or how your participation supplemented, complemented, or 
contributed to that of another parts:
Vole Solar had ongoing discussions vv ills I)RA. 11 K\. Sierra Club. (hlilornin 
Wind Energy Assn, and Large-scale Solar Assn, regarding joint issues, 
coordinating workshop presentations, litigation strategies and the possibility of 
joint comments. Vole Solar did submit a set of opening joint comments with 
Sierra Club (on December 2(>. 2012).

( II line reference # or letter as

Claimant CPUC Comment
11

1

i “’111: REASON - ^ "1 HI1 i> [ |f, MPENSATION (to be
completed by Claimant except where indicated)

bears a reasonable relationship with benefits realized through 
participation (include references to record, where appropriate)12

cm ironmental mailers, and therefore ascertaining direct benefits, in terms 
oEactual dollars, to ratepayers is difficult. Nevertheless. Vote Solar's 
actions as an individual party resulted in direct and specific ratepayer 
benefits in that the Commission determined, as Vote Solar asserted, that a 
flexible capacity program neither was needed in 2014 nor would a 2014 
trial program be cost-effective, further, the Commission agreed that the 
Joint Parties Proposal required modification to incorporate loading order
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emissions issues. and consideration ol'ilie potential benefits of developing 
f.lMs. all of which further the KPS and environmental coals of the 
(iovernor. the Legislature and the Commission. Vole Solar's participation, 
therefore, is lullv consistent with D.NN-04-060. which states:

concluded thev were eligible in the past vv ilh the understanding 
that thev represent customers vv hose env ironmenial interests 
include the concern that. e.g.. regulator) policies encourage the 
adoption of all cost-effective conservation measures and 
discourage unnecessarv new generating resources that are 
expensive and env ironmentallv damaging. Thev represent 
customers who have a concern for the environment which 
distinguishes their interests from the interests represented by 
Commission staff, for example." mimeo. p.3

advocacy bv Note Solar and its locus on environmental concerns and 
developing the full potential of solar and other preferred resources.

"Hat" management structure. At the time this phase 2 of K.l 1-10-023 
began. Kelly I olev was the onlv in house altornev at Vote Solar anil the 
onlv emplovee. altornev or otherwise, dedicated full time to California 
issues, in particular CPI :C-relaied issues. Vote Solar continuously strives, 
whenever practical or possible, to narrow participation to areas where Vole 
Solar is more likely to bring a unic|ue voice, perspective or contribution. 
Vote Solar's participation at the CPI C was supplemented by the 
specialized expertise oflhe law firm of bllison. Schneider & Harris (LSI I). 
for the purpose of prov iding legal assistance on CPI!(. -related matters.

this proceeding, phase 2 of K.l 1-10-023. Initial ly. Ronald I.iebert worked 
with Ms. I'olev on this matter, which is why. as the attached timesheets 
demonstrate, although Mr. I.iebert prepared Vole Solar's portion of the 
joint comments Vole Solar submitted with the Sierra Club (dated 
December 20. 2012). Ms. I'olev signed the joint comments for Vole Solar.

Commissioner David llochschild. and Mr. I.iebert became Vole Solar's 
primarv legal counsel for phase 2 of K.l 1-10-023.

Vole Solar and LSI I employees. As indicated on the lime sheets, if. bv
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;i phone call, llie 1 hour is split between the representatives, with a half 
hour being claimed bv each, rather than the full hour by both, 
although fSIfs ofliee is located in Sacramento, approximate^ 00 miles 
from the Commission, as per the inlcrvenor compensation rides. Vote Solar 
is not requesting any travel time or travel expenses for ESI I allornevs to 
attend proceedings at the Commission.

further.

N ote Solar emplovee. Jim IJaak. were corrupted due to a computer failure. 
Therefore, this interv enor compensation request does not include anv time 
for Mr. IJaak. in particular, for his discussions with Mr. I.ieberl and his 
Vole Solar's rev iew and approval of comments anil briefs prior to their 
submission to the Commission.

43.X hours ( 32.5"••)

(3.N"ci)

(3.2"..)

issues and participation by preferred and use-limited resources: 31.2 hours 
(23.2"..) '

needs: 27.7 hours (20.5"..)

implementation of Encrgv Imbalance Markets: 12.6 hours (t).4‘>..)

B. Specific Claim:

o
EES

Total $Year Hours Rate $ Basis for Rate* Total $ Hours Rate

S 12.4423 1.5 S31>5 lirsl-time
I.ieberl

14
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rale request

prov iileil in 
Attachment 3

S395 lirsl-timeSO. 5
I.ielvri

rule request 
rationale 
prov iileil in 
Attuehment 3

S3 95 Tirsl-limeS.4
I lane 
(I.Mil) rate request 

rationale 
pro\ iileil in 
Attachment 4

$47,557

Hours Total $Total $ Rate

15 S90Tirsl-limeS1000.9
Janssen
(l-.LI)

S700.7 I'irst-timeSI 00
Wittenhorn
(I).IW')

$160
**RATION

Hours Total $Total $ Rate

16 ■ rir.si-iime 
representative 
request

- I'irst-time

I 1.7 SI 97.5 1

I.ielvri

2013 1.0 SI 97.5 i

request

$2507

Detail# Item17
S304.26Total - Photocopies, postage.

1 cileraI TApress (details attached to
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$304.26

$50,528. TOTAL AWARD $:

> to

26

V ■y-

tach rationale.
prej

Date Admitted to CA BAR Member Number Actions Affecting

If “Yes”, attach 
explanation

December 1 1. 10N0 142%4 \o

June 12. 1000 140217 No

'laimantC.

i«
Certificate of Service

Time Sliccls and expenses

l irsi-iime representali\e rale rei|iiesi ralionale for Ronald l.ieberl 

I'irsi-iime rcprcsenlalb e rale requesi ralionale for l.vmi liana

D.

#

19

i This information may be obtained at: http://www.calbar.ca.gov/.
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■)or

■ of this form)

If SO:

Party

If not:

'GS OF FACT

Claimant [has/has not] made a substantial contribution to Decision (D.)1.

The requested hourly rates for Claimant’s representatives [,as adjusted herein,] are 
comparable to market rates paid to experts and advocates having comparable 
training and experience and offering similar services.

2.

The claimed costs and expenses [,as adjusted herein,] are reasonable and 
commensurate with the work performed.

3.

The total of reasonable contribution is $4.

1. The Claim, with any adjustment set f 
requirements of Public Utilities Code

fails to satisfy] all
I O V/ 1 1 If 1 z..«

( :k
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Claimant is awarded $1.

2.

a

The comment period for today’s decision [is/is not] waived.3.

This decision is effective today.4.

Dated , at San Francisco, California.
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